
 

 

 

 

 
 

   

 

 
Tuesday, 01 October 2019 

 
Dear Parents/ Carers 
 
I know that many of you will share with me the belief that Pensford is a strong and 
successful school.  I am very much enjoying working with the team here, and the feedback 
that we get from you as parents is overwhelmingly positive.  However, I also know that we 
can never be complacent.  I am also aware that success itself can bring changes, and it is 
for that reason that I am writing to you today. 
 
This is the earliest opportunity I have had to let you know about some important 
developments for the school.  In short, I learned on Friday that there is another school in 
need of a temporary headteacher, to cover the current head’s maternity leave.  I have 
been asked to fill that role, which would be effective from January 2020. 
 
The CEO of the Bath and Mendip Partnership Trust, David Gregory, has asked me this not 
just because of the success Pensford has seen over the past few years, but because of 
the strength in depth of our leadership team.  Mr Miller, Mrs Rawlinson and I meet 
regularly as the school leaders and David is aware that in both of them we have two very 
strong candidates who could take on the acting headship during my temporary absence 
from Pensford.  The three of us, and our Chair of Governors Nigel Chambers, have 
worked hard over the weekend to work out how to facilitate giving the support that the 
other school needs from me, without impacting negatively on Pensford.  
 
Those details and discussions with the Trust are still ongoing at this early stage.  However, 
being very confident about the strength of the leadership support I would temporarily leave 
behind, I have decided to take up the position, starting early in the New Year.  Mr Miller will 
step up to fill my role while I am away, and Mrs Rawlinson will be the senior teacher in 
charge in case of his absence. 
 
This of course leaves the extremely important and pressing question of who will teach 
Kingfisher class day to day, when Mr Miller is Acting Head.  I know that it will be 
concerning to parents of children in that class (including Mrs Rawlinson!) that there will 
need to be a change of teacher part way through the year.  However, I would like to 
reassure you that it is a top priority for me, for the governors and for Mr Miller to find a 
high-quality, well-qualified and experienced teacher to fill that role. 
 
We have pressed the Trust for their support with this, in order to ensure that the post is 
widely advertised.  We also want to use their working knowledge of schools in the area to 
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full effect, in order to find the best candidates.  Strongly in the children’s favour, I believe, 
is the fact that the very person overseeing the new teacher’s work will be Mr Miller himself! 
 
Also on the positive side, it is quite a turnaround for our school that we have moved from a 
position of needing intensive support a few years ago to one in which we are a first choice 
to help others. This is a great testament to the staff, the pupils and to you as parents, who 
have been incredibly supportive.  I have complete confidence that Pensford Primary will be 
flourishing when I return from this secondment, while fully recognising the concerns that 
some of you may have about these changes - not least, of course, those of you who are 
Kingfisher parents. 
 
I expect that you may have further questions about this news, and there are details that 
even the governors, staff and I are working through this week.  We would therefore like to 
invite you to a question-and-answer session next Wednesday, 9th October at 6:00pm so 
that we can provide you with as much additional information as we can. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
Warrick Barton 
(Headteacher) 


